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MEET VISTA’S NEW PRESIDENT
KEN MILBRATH
Your editor asked our new President, Ken, to
submit a biography for insertion in this edition of
Footprints. We think his submission clearly defines
his qualifications as VISTA’s incoming President:
“I’m the baby in my family, funny how you can never
shake that role, especially from my siblings’ point of
view. My brother and 2 twin sisters are 10 and 11 years
older so when they left the nest, I was still a kid. My
parents were then stuck with the 3rd wheel in the
summer months away from school, so they took me
camping. I think it worked out fine for them after
showing me how to erect the tent, set up the campsite,
chop firewood, clean up, break camp. Dad also showed
me how to catch fish which gave Mom and Dad some
quality alone time at our campsite. I should add Dad

was a soldier, ran the cadet camp at Banff, and knew a
lot about surviving in the wild.
My teen years were spent in Calgary. The day after I
turned 16, I bought a motorcycle and headed into the
Rockies to camp at every available opportunity. Dad
retired to Sidney where he and I built their retirement
home. I used this experience to talk the Town into hiring
me to build sidewalks for a summer job. I remember the
first coffee break when the boss came by and observed I
didn’t have a clue how to build one. But he was kind and
helped me learn. With this incredible amount of
knowledge, BC Parks foolishly hired me to help build a
permanent camp at Red Pass (the summit of the Yellow
Head Highway) in Mt. Robson Provincial Park. That’s
when heavy German hiking boots designed for blisters
and extra slugging were in vogue. While I did a lot of
hiking and canoeing, it was a very hazy summer
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hanging out with other 17 year old guys on a tear.
Back in Victoria for 1st year at UVic, I realized I had zero
friends. The first week of orientation had Clubs Day
where I found myself at the Outdoors Club table. The
UVODC held a hike every Sunday, rain or shine, with a
slide show of the hike on Tuesday at the weekly lunch
meeting. They also used Fall and Spring Reading Breaks,
and long weekends to do bigger trips to places like
Crescent Lake in the Olympics, Strathcona Lodge, Cape
Scott, Pachena Beach, etc etc. When I became president
of the club a couple years later, we had 300 members so
our social scene was second to none. I think the only
reason I was elected was I lived with 3 other guys in the
“party house” and did we ever!
The summer of my second year found me again with BC
Parks. This time my job was to (get this) hike the spine
of (no not the Island) the Purcells, from Earl Grey Pass to
St. Mary’s Lake in the south, right along the top, one leg
in the Rocky Mountain Trench, the other in the
Kootenays. My job was to take pictures, documenting
the recreational potential of the soon to be created
Purcell Wilderness Conservancy. Two of us and my dog
equaled heaven in my books.

You Will Usually See Ken’s Trusty Companion
With Him on a Trail

down the Island, met great friends, kept in shape, and
most important of all, I met my wife Brenda. All 4 of our
kids, now in their 30s, hike and camp. Camping just
brings families together, you have no choice ☺”

Thank You, Thank You!!
FMCBC
We firstly wish to thank the Federation of Mountain
Clubs of BC for their generous grant of $250 which will
be used to acquire much needed reflective trail markers
as seen here.

Outdoor Club of Victoria
Our second Thank you goes to the Outdoor Club of
Victoria, aided by a Province of BC grant. Their
generous cheque for $20,000 will go a long way to
building links between already created trails, upgrading
sections of the Tuck Lake and Runners trails and partial
seed funding towards bridge construction over the
Franklin River.

Liz Bicknell of Outdoor Club of Victoria Presents
Their Cheque to Elena Elder of VISTA

They say your twenties should be the most treasured but
usually lost on the young. I was lucky. Through hiking
and joining a club, I got to see tons of local gems up and
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VI Spine Trail Guidebook
The brainchild of VISTA’s Volunteer Project Coordinator,
Caroline Williams, this trail book’s purpose is to
describe in some detail the trail that exists today.
Because the trail is not yet complete, an online book
format that can be updated frequently has been
chosen.
The trail descriptions that follow are written by a variety
of Volunteers. Some may have hiked the trail, some
may have run or biked the trail and others may have
ridden it on horseback. Trail suitability is stated at the
start of each section along with a one sentence
description of the trail. All trail descriptions are done
using a template, so the information collected on each
hike is consistent, however we have steered clear of
“difficulty” ratings as the descriptions are done by
different people and their interpretations will be
subjective. In addition, because the trail sections are
done by different people, each description will have
that person’s perspective. That is, an engineer might
provide many pictures of bridges, whereas someone
with a botanical bend will probably focus on the plants
along the trail. The trail is something different
to everyone.
Start and endpoints for a given trail section are
determined by where a specific Volunteer wanted to
start and finish their hike. While these start and
endpoints may not be suited to every trail user, it is
easy to tie sections together by looking at contiguous
reports.

First Departure Bay and Cedar Hill Scouts
Accompanied by Their Leaders Judy Mueller and
Julia Lamoureux

A Quiet Supporter Making a Difference
It’s probably been three or four years since this editor
became involved with VISTA. And during this time, I’ve
observed a quiet, but dedicated supporter of the Spine
concept. I’m speaking of Joan Randall of Victoria, who
has quietly designed and financially supported several
endeavors!

Firstly, Was the Financing of the Spine Map on the
Vehicles.
Here is Joan With Past President Gil Parker

http://www.vispine.ca/guidebook/

Enter the Boy Scouts
Gotta love those Boy Scouts! The First Departure Bay
and Cedar Hill Scouts worked hard with Caroline at
documenting the Log Trail section the last weekend of
June for the Trail Book Blog. Big thanks to McLean Mill
Historic Site for allowing them to camp right near the
start of the trail on the grounds. The following column is
a picture of the two groups led by Judy Mueller and
Julia Lamoureux.

Joan has continued to support the Spine in various
manners. A couple follow on our next page………
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For the Recent AGM, Joan Created this Map
Including Map Tacks to Highlight the Various
Sections and State of the Spine

Bridge Over Grilse Creek
Not to be deterred by a requirement to cross a
creek to hike into the aptly named “Grilse Grove”,
VISTA’s Director of Operations, Terry Lewis decided
to solve the problem. Having seen an arch-truss
design of Rainbow Bridges in Sechelt, he decided to
build one in his basement. In late June, Terry,
accompanied by the famed River Rat Trail Crew of
Cumberland installed the bridge over a back
channel of Grilse Creek. This one is only a 15-foot
span, but a similar design can be used for bridges
up to a 50-foot span with the largest member only
2 by 6.
The Install Begins

Joan, as Well, has Financed the Distribution of our
New “Spine Cap” as Elegantly Modelled by Your
“Most Photogenic and Smiling Editor”!! 😉

Completing the “Grilse Creek Bridge”

Thank You, Joan!!
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We Close This Edition of “Footprints” With
Some Examples of the Sights You Will
Experience Along the VI Spine – Enjoy!

China Creek

(More in the Fall Edition!!)

Grilse Grove Growth

Runner’s Trail

Upper White River Area

John Fraser Lake

Frances Lake
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As Always - An Important Reminder To “Be Safe”!!:
“Vista wishes to remind and warn all those considering visiting the Spine that the Trail is a “Work in
Progress” and that certain portions have yet to be completed, and in some instances may not even be
accessible. Travel on the planned Trail is completely at the risk of the individual doing so. Please realize
that some sections of the Spine Trail are through unpopulated areas where users must be self-reliant with
respect to maps and the use of directional equipment, and where wild animals may pose a risk to some
types of activities."

Vista’s Vision For a Homegrown Adventure:
A signature recreation destination in Canada, the Vancouver Island Spine Trail will span more than 700
kilometers from Victoria to Cape Scott. Traversing wild coasts, ancient and working forests and joining
Island communities, the trail will be a month-long journey in its entirety. Not exclusively for specialists, the
trail will be an amenity for Island residents and a venue for connecting them. By 2019, Vancouver Island will
have a unique recreation opportunity and a showcase for its communities.
We hope you will visit our website at: www.vispine.ca
Once again, your feedback and offered input is encouraged and valued –
Please feel free to contact the Editor, Scott Henley, at:
IslandHikerGuy@GMail.Com

Please consider joining the Vancouver Island Spine Trail Association
(VISTA).
VISTA is a registered charity – CRA# 852516251RR0001. Your donation will be used to further the Spine Trail
System dream.
Your $30 annual VISTA membership gives you:
Regular VISTA email updates and newsletters;
Insurance when you work on our trail building out-trips;
A vote at our Annual General Meeting – help guide VISTA.
Help us link Vancouver Island communities by a system of trails feeding into a 700 km Spine Trail!
Please note that your $30 Membership is not tax deductible. Non-membership donations are… thanks!
http://www.vispine.ca/get-involved/become-a-member/
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